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          First of all, thank you for holding me up in prayer since my last 
newsletter! The past few months have been the hardest since my 
move to Thailand, dealing with intense culture shock. I truly believe 
that only by the grace of God and the prayers of many have I come 
through this. Thank you! 
          Language: A couple weeks ago I had a 6 month language 
evaluation with my language coach and a lovely Thai couple. It went 
incredibly well and was very encouraging for me (and them) to see my 
progress in learning Thai. I have completed all the basic foundational 
courses and am now in the higher level, comparable to electives. My 
teacher is wonderful and the class is just three students, which has 
been a wonderful situation. Continue to pray for the language learning 
and thank you for your faithfulness in this… each day I‟m reminded 
how impossible this task is without the Lord enabling me!  
          Room-mate: Pen moved in with me last month, which has been 
wonderful! It‟s been great having a friend around, not to mention it‟s 
been very helpful with language learning, as we only speak Thai.  
          Back to the basics of LOVE: In my season of intense culture 
shock, I really struggled with love… loving the Lord and loving others 
as I love myself. As a missionary friend confronted me on this issue, 
he said, “Stef, you have to understand the Thai… their burdens, their 
lostness, their debt, in order to really love them. You have to see them 
as the Father does.” The three pictures (under the verse) are 
snapshots of the Father helping me „understand‟ the Thai, and 
examples of how the Father is planting seeds of love and compassion 
in my heart for them. 1) One man is laying face down, crippled, where I 
see him most days on my way to school. The day I took this picture, it 
was raining. 2) The child begging was stationed outside a mall here in 
Bangkok. He is most likely owned by a gang, sedated, and placed in 
strategic locations that foreigners pass by to give money. I have seen 
children as young as two sitting by themselves like this. 3) I took the 
picture of the man sitting alone at a restaurant because of the words 
on his shirt: “Love Me”. I cannot begin to understand the pain, 
hopelessness, darkness, and emptiness the Thai live in. But God is 
slowly opening my eyes and enabling me to love them. Continue to 
pray that my heart would break as His does. 
         The Harvest: I was able to spend the past weekend at Grace 
Ministries! I was surprised at how much more I could understand and 
communicate in Thai with the teens since I had gone to visit in August! 
I was so impressed with how all 32 teens worked hard all day long 
spreading, carrying, sifting, raking, and bagging approximately 11,000 
kilos of rice! It was their first crop since they planted earlier this year… 
what joy in seeing the harvest! The North East of Thailand is where the 
poorest and most destitute live. It is also where I have a burden to 
serve in the future, offering hope through Christ for the people in the 
North East. Continue to pray for the workers in this harvest field!  

Rice: The bread of the North East! The 

teens at Grace Ministries harvesting the 

„firstfruits‟ of their rice fields! 
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8 ใหมถ่อดดา้ม 
“A New Thing!” 

 

 

 

My new room mate, Pen 

“Remember how you were separate 

from Christ… Without hope and 

without God.” [Eph. 2.12] 
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